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good set of vehicle rules can address a number

of necessary scenarios. Those are what happens

when: a car hits a stationary object, a car runs off

the road without help, a car hits another car, a car rams

another, one car runs another off the road , who is hurt in

an accident and who isn’t, how much damage is taken by

each car in an accident, and how much damage a vehicle

can take before being inoperable. MSPE addresses these

scenarios in the standard rules, pgs 82-85.

What most of the action hinges on is the skill of the

driver, in this case the Fast Driving skill. The saving throw

necessary is calculated by determining the actual speed vs

the “safe speed” a road is “rated” at. This is fine when

running a game for mercenaries, spies, or private eyes.

When you’re trying to run a post-apocalyptic campaign

though, safety and “posted speeds” go out the window.

There are no more laws and no one around to enforce

them. Or raiders and survivors may be operating on dirt

roads or completely off-road. So we’ll have to create

some new sort of reference to use in those cases.

Needless to say, road-jockey type characters should have

a high DEX and invest in Fast Driving and combat skills.

What follows is suggestion and guesswork. If you’d like to

change any of it, feel free.

Type of Surface 2 Wheel Dr Speed 4x4 Speed

Empty Pavement 70 mph 70 mph

Desert Roads 70 mph 70 mph

Dirt trail 50 mph 70 mph

Flat Scrub Desert 30 mph 50 mph

Rough Desert 10 mph 20 mph

Broken Streets 40 mph 45 mph

So for example □ Driving like a bat out of hell on a desert

road, a road jockey pegs 90 mph and needs to make a

level 2 saving throw to avoid trouble. If he were to

barrel into the outskirts of town on badly potholed

streets at this speed and have a problem, he’d need to

make a level 4 saving throw with DEX plus Fast Driving.

He could still scavenge the outskirts if he slows down,

and could still do a bootegger’s turn if he needs to get

out of a jam.
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Road Conditions

So what do “desert roads” look like for instance? Those

are pretty much the same as Empty pavement highways.

Long stretches of relatively intact road and sweeping

curves that have suffered some neglect, but are still

passable. A dirt trail is your basic dirt road: no paving,

some wheel ruts. Shallow mud puddles, but they mostly

follow a decent grade. Flat scrub desert is flat

wilderness with some low-lying vegetation such as

weeds, sagebrush etc. If you’re not familiar with that,

you want to look up Sonoran Desert and that’ll give you a

good picture of what you’re driving through. You can

get through at a decent clip if you avoid the big stuff.

Rough desert is a bit more rocky, with deeper ruts and

larger vegetation. Logs, holes, and gullies complicate

the picture so you can’t just blaze though those without

some serious mechanical assistance, or with a good

horse and pack mule.

Broken streets are what you see in moderately ruined

urban areas. Heavily-potholed pavement, erosion,

chunks of asphalt present, not to mention ruined pieces

of buildings and other detritus littering the streets. The

driver will likely face more saving rolls to avoid larger

obstacles.

Past that point the streets would be so severely buckled

as to be impassable to all but the heaviest vehicles at the

slowest speeds. Woods might be impassable depending

on how dense they are. Mud bogs, the same. Those

could be crossed by very heavy 4x4 vehicles but only at

very slow (almost walking) speeds.

And there’s also the issue of: why drive on the roads at

all? Because roads are now great places to set an

ambush. Than answer is that even though roads are

now prime targets for raiders, they are still the best ways

to cover long distances quickly, if you have the skills, a

good machine, and solid brass balls.

Roads are a boon to raiders for the opposite reason. No

Prey, no Pay. And who better to prey upon than people

with more guts than brains or skills?

or a post-apocalyptic auto guide, we’ll also need to

look at some modifications frequently done to

vehicles in those beloved post-apocalyptic movies

as well. MSPE is a cinematic type of game after all.

Off-Road Package – This consists of heavy duty

suspension modifications and thick, wide tires. This

modifies the vehicle so that it is more controllable off

road. This changes the surface vs speed chart a bit.

Type of Surface 2 Wheel Dr Speed 4x4 Speed

Empty Pavement 50 mph 70 mph

Desert Roads 50 mph 70 mph

Dirt trail 60 mph 70 mph

Flat Scrub Desert 40 mph 60 mph

Rough Desert 15 mph 30 mph

Broken Streets 50 mph 50 mph

Runflat Tires - These will keep the car moving even if

shot or punctured. Saving rolls are ignored when this

event happens.

Roll Bar – Vehicle CON +2, +2 to luck roll for passengers

to avoid damage in accident.

Roll Cage, internal or external – A more thorough and

professional reinforcement job, this gives vehicle CON +4

and a +5 to luck roll for passengers to avoid damage in

an accident.

Push Bar - favored by pre-ruin police units, it does +2

damage in ramming, +2 to “Damage Returned” when

running a car off the road

Ram Bumper – a beefier mounted item than a pre-ruin

police push bar. Often homemade, but effective. +4

damage in ramming, +4 to “Damage Returned” when

running a car of the road.
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Heavy Ram – A solid heavy steel “cow catcher”, blade

ram, or similar device, this is designed to hit the hardest,

but it also slows you down a bit. +6 damage in ramming,

+6 to “Damage Returned” when running a car of the

road. Top speed reduced by 10 mph.

Extra Fuel Tank – increase range by the appropriate

amount. Gallons added x MPG. For large tanks (the

size of a diesel truck tack – 50 gals for instance) decrease

top speed by 4 mph per tank.

Nitrous Oxide Booster - +20 mph instant speed boost,

top speed (while on) of 30 mph. Make a fast driving

saving roll of whatever level the GM deems appropriate

when initiating.

Supercharger - +30 mph instant speed boost, top speed

(while on) +40 mph. Make a fast driving saving roll of

whatever level the GM deems appropriate when

initiating.

Stripped passenger compartment – get rid of back seat

and passenger seat, replacing them with a cushion,

small, light mattress, or cargo netting. Remove interior

plastic panels and maybe even some metal around the

back-seat area. +10 mph top speed.

Armor Job – adds metal panels or other bullet resistant

materials. +10 CON to vehicle, - 20 mph top speed.

Caltrop Dropper – Causes 1-2 blown tires to pursuing

vehicle. Driver of the pursuing vehicle must make the

appropriate saving rolls per a blown tire.

Oil Slick – Sprays oil on the road causing the driver of the

pursuing vehicle to make a saving roll. When used on a

straight stretch of road the save should be fairly simple,

but when used on a curve or turn, make the roll fairly

substantial.

BUILDING THE MONSTER

In the dim after-time, vehicles are often salavaged

pieced together from old wrecks or pieces of them. That

makes post-ruin grease monkeys worth their weight in

gold. The key to this is the Mechanical Repair skill. Per

the MSPE rules Repairs cost $100 per CON point. Here, 1

CON point represents 4 man-hours. A grease-monkey

with a mechanical repair skill of 2-5 can reduce this to 3

hours per CON point, one with Mech Repair of 6-8 can

repair and rebuild at a rate of 1 CON point in 2 hours.

Similarly, the mechanic can do the following:

Off-Road package - Salvage and Install in 10 hours, or 5 if Mech skill

of 6+

Runflats – Install in 1 hour if available

Roll Bar – Manufacture and install in 4 hours, of 2 if Mech skill or 6+

Roll Cage – Manufacture and install in 20 hours, or 10 if Mech skill of

6+

Push Bar – Salvage and install in 2 hours, of 1 if Mech skill of 6+

Ram Bumper – Manufacture and install 8 hours, or4 if Mech skill of

6+

Heavy Ram - Manufacture and install 16 hours, or 8 if Mech skill of 6+

Extra Fuel Tank - Manufacture and install 8 hours, or 4 if Mech skill of

6+

Nitrous booster - Salvage and install 4 hours, or 3 if Mech skill of 6+

Supercharger –Salvage and install 40, or 20 if Mech skill of 6+, Very

rare, so finding one may be a problem

Strip the Passenger Compartment – Strip out in 8 hours, or 4 if Mech

skill of 6+

Armor Job - Manufacture and install 24 hours, or 12 if Mech skill of 6+

Caltrop Dropper or Oil Slick - Manufacture and install 6 hours, or 3 if

Mech skill of 6+

All of this assumes he or she is working in a functional

auto garage. Double all of the time estimates if they’re

“in the field”.

Another issue is parts and materials availability. In a

less-decayed area or one close to urban junkyards, many

or most of the above may be possible. Much less so out

in the middle of nowhere or some smoking nuke-hole.

□ So if a scavenging road-jockey were to perchance

come across a Supercharged V8 engine in good condition

while combing through a ruined urban bone-yard

somewhere, he may want to hurry back to his mechanic

and set up an immediate salvage mission. That thing is

likely worth its weight in gold in a post-apocalyptic time.
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SAMPLE VEHICLES

Combat Hardtop

Top Speed: 110 mph (100 with mods) Class: 4 CON: 40 (50 with mods)

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 23 mpg Fuel Tank: 18 gallons Effective Range: 400 miles

Features: Ram Bumper, +4 damage and +4 DR to run off road

Armor Job - -20 top speed, +10 CON

Stripped Passenger Compartment +10 top speed

Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: Your basic, average, everyday run-of-the-mill family apocalyptic scavenger.
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V8 Masterpiece

Top Speed: 135 mph (175 with Supercharger engaged) Class: 4 CON: 40 (45 with mods)

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 20 mpg Fuel Tank: 2 x 50 gallons Effective Range: 2000 miles

Features: Push Bar +2 damage and +2 DR to run off road

Roll Cage, Internal +4 Con, +5 to luck roll

Stripped Passenger Compartment +10 top speed

Runflat tires

Supercharger, manual engage/disengage +30 top speed

Notes: A true masterpiece of the post-apocalyptic mechanic’s craft. It came into being with a piece from here and

a piece from there. The bitch was born to run!
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Ex Po Po

Top Speed: 120 mph Class: 4 CON: 40

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 17 mpg Fuel Tank: 20 gallons Effective Range: 340 miles

Features: Push Bar +4 damage and +4 DR to run off road

Notes: A former police cruiser pressed into service as a raider terror wagon. Desirable for it’s solid engine and

handling capabilities, it’s a scourge of the former highways. Holds 4 raiders and plenty of room in the trunk for

supplies, weapons…..or captives.
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Sand Wedge

Top Speed: 90 mph Class: 2 CON: 20

4 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 16 mpg Fuel Tank: 20 gallons Effective Range: 320 miles

Features: Push Bar, +2 damage and +2 DR to run off road

Roll Cage, External Frame +4 Con, +5 to luck roll

Off-Road Package

Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: Your basic home-brewed sandrail. A poor man’s fast-attack vehicle favored with raiders, scouts,

messengers, etc. Runs on most burnable liquids or gasses, but those will affect performance. Built for aggression

and speed, they’re often not the safest rattle-boxes out there. Considered by some to be a fast, rolling coffin.
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Round Raider

Top Speed: 80 mph Class: 3 CON: 30

4 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 15 mpg Fuel Tank: 200 gallons Effective Range: 3000 miles

Features: Roll Cage, Frame +4 Con, +5 to luck roll

Xtra fuel tanks x 4 50 gals each

Off-Road Package

Actually no internal passenger compartment. Just seats and controls welded to frame!

Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: A sturdier version of a home-brewed raider vehicle. Since it can go a long way without refueling, it is

favored for deep strikes into hostile territory. Fortunately, it can’t haul a lot. Runs on most burnable liquids or

gasses, but those will affect performance.
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Tanker Truck

Top Speed: 100 mph (90 with mods) Class: 7 CON: 75 (80 with mods)

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 10 mpg Fuel Tank: 100 gallons Effective Range: 1000 miles

Features: Heavy Ram Bumper, +6 damage and +6 DR to run off road

Armor Job - -20 top speed, +10 CON

Stripped Passenger Compartment +10 top speed

Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: It’s big, it’s bad, it’s BEAUTIFUL! It’s a huge converted fuel tanker! Long Range, Armored, slow….but a tank.

Diesel only.
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Trader Truck

Top Speed: 100 mph unloaded (80 fully loaded with cargo) Class: 5 CON: 55

4 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 15 mpg Fuel Tank: 50 gallons Effective Range: 750 miles

Features: Ram Bumper, +4 damage and +4 DR to run off road

Stripped Passenger Compartment +10 top speed

Off-Road Package

Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: A much modified, stripped, rebuilt vehicle based on a pre-ruin heavy pickup chassis. Designed for road and

overland use. Multifuel engine. Not always the safest vehicle, but a strong competitor due to its mass.
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Technical Truck

Top Speed: 95 mph Class: 5 CON: 50

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 17 mpg Fuel Tank: 20 gallons Effective Range: 340 miles

Features: 1 machine gun or other heavy weapon with a 360 degree swivel mount.

Off-Road Package

Notes: A heavy pickup with a heavy weapon mount…. what could be simpler? These rather simple setups allow

wasteland raiders to easily terrorize less well armed homesteads and communities by bringing some fairly heavy

firepower to bear on them. Ususally gangs of 3-10 of these will form up. The’ll roll on their target loaded up with

armed men and extort their way to a small fortune. If there’s any resistance, they’ll line up within sight of each

other and slowly move forward, supported by their dragoons. If any get into trouble, the others will flank the

resistors and bring their heavy weapon to bear until the enemy stops moving. Then they’ll strip the place and

leave.
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Nomad Bus

Top Speed: 70 (60 loaded with cargo) Class: 6 CON: 65

4 Wheel Drive (but handles as 2 wheel drive off road)

Fuel Rate: 10 mpg Fuel Tank: 100 gallons Effective Range: 1000 miles

Features: Stripped Passenger Compartment +10 top speed

Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: A pre-ruin metropolitan bus reborn as a post-ruin mobile home. Most of the passenger compartment has

been stripped but most of that has been replaced with a cookstove, mattresses and bedding, shelves, storage, etc.

Their large mass makes them tough to go against, but their slow speed and prospect of food and other goodies

within make them tempting targets for raiders.
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Military Fast Attack Vehicle

Top Speed: 120 mph Class: 4 CON: 45

4 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 16 mpg Fuel Tank: 20 gallons Effective Range: 320 miles (1000 with xtra fuel bladder)

Features: Push Bar, +2 damage and +2 DR to run off road

Extra Fuel Tank – specifically built for vehicle, removable.

Off-Road Package

Armor, Integral

Roll Cage, Integral to Chassis, +4 Con, +5 to luck roll

3 Weapon mounts as needed

Notes: The upgraded militarized version of your basic sandrail
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Civilian Transport aka the “Sitting Duck”

Top Speed: 80 mph (60 loaded with cargo) Class: 4 CON: 37

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 20 mpg Fuel Tank: 18 gallons Effective Range: 360 miles

Features: Stripped Passenger Compartment +10 top speed

Notes: It’s a surprise that any of these are still running. Cheaply built and not to last, many of these are held

together with little more than spit and baling wire. Engine and drive train performance have suffered too for lack of

all the little fiddly parts and petroleum grease that kept them running well. OK for in-town use, but taking them

down Anarchie Road is probably not a good idea.
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Homebrew Hooptie

Top Speed: 45 mph (25 loaded with cargo) Class: 2 CON: 20

2 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 16 mpg Fuel Tank: 10 gallons Effective Range: 160 miles

Features: NONE

Notes: Strictly a pieces-n-parts salvage job, and a really basic one at that. This “barely there” vehicle can run on

gas, diesel, cooking oil, alcohol….you name it. And if those aren’t available, you can hitch up a team of horses or

mules to pull it! 15 mph top speed if you do that. That’s it’s only real advantage. It works, but only just.
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Military APC

Top Speed: 65 mph (3 mph in water) Class: 6 CON: 65

4 Wheel Drive

Fuel Rate: 10 mpg Fuel Tank: 40 gallons Effective Range: 400 miles

Features: Armored – integral to Chassis

Roll Cage, Integral to Chassis Frame +4 Con, +5 to luck roll

Turret with heavy weapon mount. This one has a 20mm machine cannon. How fun!

Off-Road Package

Rating 1 protection against Radiation

Amphibious

Notes: A former military vehicle kept running through the TLC of some organized group’s motor pool mechanic.

Extremely formidable since it’s not only armored but very very well armed.
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Survival Vehicle

Top Speed: 90 mph (6 mph in water) Class: 7 CON: 85

All Wheel Drive (use 4x4 column of chart)

Fuel Rate: 10 mpg Fuel Tank: 200 gallons Effective Range: 5000 miles

Features: Armored, integral - rating 4 protection vs Radiation

Heavy Weapon mounts on each side as needed

Off-Road Package

Amphibious

Sealed - immune to gasses or biological weapons. (unless you open the door)

Missile launcher – 12 missiles of type determined by GM

Hybrid – multifuel plus electric.

Notes: Concept vehicle created in the late part of the pre-apocalyptic age, this beast is tough to beat. Usually only

owned by larger organized groups or very wealthy and powerful individuals. Full amenities within, including water

purification, a shower, bunk beds, a working toilet, and lots of room for supplies. In post-apocalyptic terms, an

armored, rolling palace.
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CREATING YOUR OWN VEHICLES

The above should provide you with some examples to get

started with. Eventually, however, you’ll want to create

vehicle stats of your own. For damage and overall CON,

you can refer to the chart in the original MSPE rules, but

how can you determine such vitals as top speed?

The first place to get these stats is from published sources

online or in print. Those should give you what you’re

after, but often they’re not very complete. Here are some

alternatives:

For top speed, you’ll need to know the vehicles weight –

“Curb Weight” will do. You’ll also need to know the

Horsepower (hp) of the engine.

Patrick Hale’s Equation:

MPH = 234∛ H/W

H is Horsepower and W is vehicle weight.

Plugged into a spreadsheet this formula becomes:

=234*POWER((horsepower cell/weight cell),0.3333)

This often represents the lower end of published stats, so

we need a variation of it that adds a bit more. The

spreadsheet version is:

=(234*POWER((horsepower cell/weight cell),0.3333))*1.1

This should give you a workable range of top speeds for

your vehicle. Effective range is easy. MPG is a commonly

published statistic. Multiply this by the size of the fuel

tank and you have effective range. Typically, passenger

vehicles have a 10 gallon fuel tank with larger vehicles

having a 20 gallon version. Past that, larger haulers have

tanks between 50 and 100 gallons. In a post-apocalyptic

setting where fuel is scarce, it is unlikely that a vehicle will

have full tanks.

You’re going to have to do quite a bit of guesswork.

Some vehicles will be too heavy and some too light, add

or take away a few CON points. Use the MSPE rules as a

starting point, then this guide. And certainly your own

imagination!

HIRING A MECHANIC

Getting a competent mechanic to work for you to build

your monstrosity might be an expensive proposition. The

base rate postulated for mechanical work $100 per CON

point with 4 man hours involved. This equates to $25 an

hour in whatever medium of exchange you postulate in

your campaign. Technically a mechanic with a higher

mechanical repair skill can do it quicker, but being the

enterprising blacksmiths of their age, they’ll still want to

charge as much as they can. They may be very good

mechanics, but perhaps just a touch dishonest about their

abilities and the time needed. Role-play this out or assign

a test by the player against the mechanic’s intelligence,

charisma, or both. If the character has the Barter/Trade

or Mechanical Repair skills, that may give them a slight

advantage as to discounts, actual man-hours needed, or

quality of work. A critical failure here can be played out

later as a mechanical flaw that fails at the worst possible

time. Don’t make these lethal though, just very

inconvenient. They can “take it up with” their mechanic

later, if they ever see them again at all.

Or the player character could use the confidence or

seduction skills per the normal rules.

Or throughout the course of some other adventure, the

player may find out some incriminating information about

the mechanic but decide to use it strategically to get some

sort of custom vehicle built for themselves.

Or the mechanic might “owe one” to the player due to

some past aid they’ve rendered to them.

What really puts the light in a mechanic’s eyes though are

the salvaged treasures that are still “out there”, and that’s

the GM’s chance to set the player off on adventure to

salvage that long lost V8 engine or super clean auto frame

that he ran across last winter. With some oddball

resistance thrown in just to make it interesting, of course.

So have fun on the roads out there. AAA won’t have your

back, but you’re more than capable fending for yourself.

Happy motoring!


